We like animals that we perceive as being similar to ourselves. It is not a coincidence that those animals that humans consider similar to them in terms of appearance, intelligence and/or sociality, also enjoy the highest levels of protecGon in modern socieGes (for example primates, dolphins and dogs). InteresGngly, some "human" features that disGnguish us, such as bipedalism and vocal learning, are widespread amongst birds. Nonetheless, birds have long been regarded as less similar to humans than mammals, and thus less relatable. In the past decades, research on bird cogniGon, mostly corvids (crows and ravens) and psiMacines (parrots), has shown that these animals have strikingly similar capabiliGes to our mammalian cousins. This may come as a surprise, considering that the closest common ancestor of mammals and birds went exGnct before the rise of the dinosaurs. The similariGes between mammals and birds suggest that social and survival strategies, not phylogeneGc relatedness, are key for the development of similar paMerns of behaviour. Kea parrots, like humans, play a lot. While play behaviour is common in the animal kingdom, especially amongst warm-blooded vertebrates, the fact that kea conGnue to play into adulthood is unusual. Furthermore, kea produce a loud, disGnct play call, which most other animals do not produce. Loud play calls may be dangerous because they can alert predators to the locaGon and acGvity of the playing animal. Kea do not face this problem, as they evolved with few predators in the Southern Alps of New Zealand. Having described the play call in a previous study, we became interested in what effect it has on other kea. The literature suggested that it could be similar to the "play bows" of dogs or the "play faces" of primates: an overt signal that allows others to disGnguish play behaviour from other behaviours, like aggression. To test whether this was also the case for kea play calls, we needed to recreate the situaGon arGficially. This was done by playing back recordings of the call to wild kea. To rule out factors that were shared between the play call and other calls / sounds, and thus not unique to this disGnct vocalisaGon, we also played back several control sounds to the same birds. We found a large increase in play behaviour in the kea that heard the play calls. This increase was clear compared to the pre-and postexperimental periods, as well as any period when the birds heard a control sound. InteresGngly, many kea did not join ongoing bouts of play, but began to play spontaneously with other non-playing kea, or engaged in solitary play (locomotor or object play). AddiGonally, the play call did not cause the birds to look for the source of the call any more than an arGficial pure tone. Taken together, this suggests that the kea were not invited to play or informed about play happening somewhere close by. Rather, hearing the play call increased their intrinsic moGvaGon to play. This type of effect is called an "emoGonal contagion", because the caller's emoGonal state affects that of the listener. Playfulness is considered a posiGve emoGonal state, so the kea play call is an example of a "posiGve emoGonal contagion". Although kea are the first bird species to display a posiGve emoGonal contagion, similar effects have been described in mammals. Both chimpanzees and rats have play vocalisaGons that act as posiGve emoGonal contagions by increasing playfulness in others. This phenomenon is also found in humans, in the social effects of laughter. Especially in small children, gleeful laughter during play has posiGve emoGonal contagion effects similar to those found in primates and rats; on this basis, one finds parallels between the play vocalisaGons of primates and rats, and the laughter of humans. Our findings suggest that the play call of the kea funcGons similarly. This further bridges the perceived gap between birds and mammals, including human beings. We hope that studies like this one will help spread the knowledge that birds and mammals are not so different from one another. If people are aware that birds can play and vocalize in a similar way to humans, this may lead to beMer treatment of these species in our modern world.
